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INTRODUCTION effort between U.S. and Japanese scientists have been
summarized on a number of different occasions [cf. esp.

Because of a number of recent developments, this Neel and Schull, 1991; Neel et al., 1997, in press] and I
seems a propitious time to reassess the relative sensitivi- propose to be extremely brief. Over the years, a cohort
ties of humans, mice, and Drosophila to the genetic effects of 31,150 children born to parents receiving significant
of ionizing radiation. As a population geneticist who is amounts of radiation (i.e., within 2 km of the bomb’s
interested in the comparative sensitivity of various species hypocenter) and a somewhat larger control cohort
to the genetic effects of ionizing radiation, I find these (41,066) have been studied with respect to a variety of
effects best expressed in terms of ‘‘doubling dose,’’ de- indicators: first, in the early years, for congenital defect,
fined as the amount of gonadal exposure to ionizing radia- sex of child, physical development, and survival, then, in
tion that produces the same amount of mutation as occurs the middle years, for cytogenetic abnormality and, more
spontaneously each generation in the population under recently, for the occurrence of malignant disease and for
study. The concept is simple—deceptively simple, for, electrophoretic or functional defects in a battery of some
as Muller [1959] pointed out many years ago, there are 30 serum proteins or erythrocyte enzymes. None of these
numerous pitfalls in deriving this estimate and employing indicators was significantly related to parental radiation
it in cross-species comparison. Ideally, as a population exposure but the net regression was slightly positive, but
parameter it requires evaluating the sensitivity to radiation still nonsignificant. On the assumption that this small re-
of the various germ cell stages throughout the prerepro- gression term was a radiation effect, and that we could
ductive and reproductive portion of the organism’s life estimate the contribution that spontaneous mutation
cycle. Unfortunately, the chief alternative to deriving a makes each generation to the previously mentioned indi-
doubling dose, namely, expressing effects simply as ex- cators, our estimate of the zygotic doubling dose was in
cess probability of mutations per locus per Gy for a cho- the neighborhood of 2 Sv equivalents. There is a large
sen battery of genes radiated at a specific time in the life but indeterminate error attached to this estimate, but we
cycle, leaves one with little perspective in risk setting. suggested the lower (95%) boundary might be 1 Sv equiv-
Otherwise stated, the rate per locus in a specific sex at a alent, whereas the upper boundary is indeterminate. We
specific point in the life cycle is an interesting laboratory believe that in reaching this estimate our genetic assump-
parameter but the doubling dose is an absolutely basic tions regarding the impact of mutation in the preceding
parameter in evolutionary and population genetics, not to generation were quite conservative; in addition, we are
mention risk setting, which, not surprisingly, is much keenly aware that the somewhat lower socioeconomic
more difficult to evaluate. Although in most experimental status of the exposed parents in the decade following the
studies the results are expressed in terms of gametic dou- war could have contributed to the frequency of early death
bling dose, in the studies in Japan we are concerned with in their children [Kato et al., 1966], and so biased down-
the results of exposure of one or both parents, and risk
is best expressed in terms of zygotic doubling dose.
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Radiation Mutagenesis 5

ward the estimate of the doubling dose. If as much as human data would seem to be the results of the various
specific locus-phenotype test systems, by far the mosthalf of the excess early deaths in the children of survivors

were due to socioeconomic factors, this fact would in- influential of which has been the 7-locus test system of
Russell [1951]. So many important insights have issuedcrease the estimate of the doubling dose by roughly 100%.

It is extremely important to understand that the results from this system—e.g., the recovery of induced muta-
tions from radiated female mice only in the first severalare based on the radiation of a total population at all ages,

rather than the usual experimental procedure of radiating post-radiation litters, the lesser genetic effectiveness of
chronic as contrasted to acute radiation—that the systema single sex at a convenient age.

A recent publication by Dubrova et al. [1996] would warrants special scrutiny. In his first report, Russell
[1951] reported an average induced rate of 2.6 1 1007at first glance seem to present a serious challenge to this

view of human radiosensitivity. I find that report to be per locus per 0.01 Gy for spermatogonia, and a spontane-
ous rate of 7.6 1 1006 per locus, concluding, after aseriously flawed and suggest the authors need either to

verify their finding under a proper research design or review of the male Drosophila data then available (based
on radiation of a mixture of male germ cell stages), thatretract the report. These authors claim that in children

born in 1994, mutations in DNA minisatellites were twice the mouse per locus rate was ‘‘considerably higher than
that found in Drosophila.’’ (This statement was not in theas high in Belarus in children born to parents living in

this area and exposed to fallout from the Chernobyl disas- context of a doubling dose.) On the basis of this and
further data (see Table I), the estimate of the murineter than in control children. Unfortunately, the controls

were drawn from England, a violation of the first principle gametic doubling dose derived from the Russell data com-
monly employed in risk discussions has become 0.4–0.5in a study of this nature. Furthermore, the result is contra-

dicted by an independent study on children born to atomic Gy. The only other comparable mouse-specific multiple-
locus data are those of Lyon and Morris [1966, 1969]bomb survivors [Kodaira et al., 1995] and by preliminary

studies of children born to parents of Chernobyl clean- who, on the basis of six different mouse loci, observed
an induced rate in male spermatogonia following acute,up workers (H. Mohrenweiser, unpublished). In addition,

the parental gonad doses resulting from the fallout in the relatively high-dose radiation of 7.6 1 1008/locus/0.01
Gy, approximately one-third of the rate in the RussellDubrova study were probably under .05 Sv equivalents

of chronic radiation whereas in experimental studies on experiments. Unfortunately, in their relatively small series
no mutations were observed in the controls, so that nomice, the doubling dose of acute radiation for minisatellite

mutations in spermatogonia was approximately 2.6 Gy doubling dose can be computed from their data.
The results from eight different attempts to develop[Dubrova et al., 1993; Sadamoto et al., 1994]. There is,

thus, with allowance for the chronicity factor, at least a data from which a radiation doubling dose for mice could
be calculated, based on more or less specific locus (or100-fold discrepancy between the experimental mouse

data and the findings reported in the Belarus study. Fi- specific phenotype) approaches, are shown in Table I.
These data are all male-based. Note the wide range in thenally, these results suggest inherently implausible greater

sensitivities to chronic radiation than the body of human various estimates, to which we found it impossible to
attach errors in the usual statistical sense. Not shown theredata just reviewed or the mouse data we will consider

next, both of these latter involving the more effective (because the data do not lend themselves to the calculation
of a doubling dose) are the important results of Roderickacute radiation. I’m sure you are all aware of the cloud

of angst under which those exposed to the fallout from [1983], who estimated for mice a per locus recessive
lethal mutation rate in post-spermatogonial cells per locusthe Chernobyl are living; this report can only make an

unnecessary contribution to a very sad situation. from ionizing radiation of only 0.35 1 1008/0.01 Gy,
whereas for the Russell 7-locus system, the corresponding
rate for all post-spermatogonial mutations was 45.32 1DOMESTIC MOUSE DATA
1008/0.01 Gy, approximately 80% of these mutations be-
ing homozygous lethal. As Roderick pointed out, this wasSeveral years ago, after the summarization of the hu-

man data just presented, Susan Lewis and I undertook a about a 100-fold difference, in the direction of lesser
sensitivity, although the error term to be attached to hisdetailed comparison of those data with the accumulated

mouse data. Unfortunately, for reasons discussed in some estimate was large but difficult to calculate. The simple
average of all the estimates in Table I, unweighted be-detail elsewhere [Neel and Lewis, 1990], most notably

the immaturity of the mouse fetus at birth and the intra- cause we could think of no good way to weight the indi-
vidual studies, was a male gametic doubling dose of acutelitter competition effect both before and after birth, al-

though effects of paternal radiation on the frequency of radiation of 1.35 Gy, with an indeterminate error.
There are several reasons to approach this estimate withcongenital defects, stillbirths, and early survival were

demonstrated in the offspring of radiated male mice, caution. First, the data from many of the systems used in
Table I are absolutely minimal for the generation of amuch of the data cannot be compared with the human

data. The most appropriate data for comparison with the doubling dose. The Oak Ridge data, which yield one of
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6 Neel

TABLE I. Summary of the Gametic Doubling Doses for Acute, ‘‘High-Dose’’ Radiation of Spermatogonia*

Doubling dose Origin of treated
System Data summarized in (Gy) males

1. Russell 7-locus Ehling et al., 1985; Searle, 1974 .44 101 1 C3H
2. Dominant visibles Lüning and Searle, 1971 .16 various
3. Dominant cataract Favor, 1989 1.57 101/E1 1 C3H/E1
4. Skeletal malformations Ehling, 1966 .26 101
5. Histocompatibility loci Bailey and Kohn, 1965 ú2.60 C57BL/6JN
6. Recessive lethals (3 studies) Sheridan and Wårdell, 1968 .51 DBA

Lyon, 1959; Lyon et al., 1964 .80 1.77 C3H/HeH 1 101/H
Lyon, 1959; Searle, 1964 4.00 CBA, C3H

7. Loci encoding for proteins Neel and Lewis, 1990 .11 various
8. Recessive visibles Lyon et al., 1964 3.89 C3H/HeH 1 101/H

Av. 1.35

*Yielded by the various specific-locus/specific-phenotype systems developed in the laboratory mouse, after Neel and Lewis [1990]. References
to the sources of the data and the doubling dose calculations will be found in Neel and Lewis [1990].

the lower doubling dose estimates, should dominate the Of these, ‘‘21 had one irradiated parent and 19 came from
a contemporary control population of slightly smallerestimate, forcing us to look at these data with great care.

Second, in his very first papers Russell recognized that size.’’ It is not clear how many of these occurred in the
basic 7-locus series that provided the mutation ratesthe assumption that the loci he studied were representative

of the genome was key. There are now data for the mouse quoted above. Selby [1996] in a brief abstract has recently
suggested that because of the failure to incorporate clus-indicating a 7-fold range in the rate per locus with which

spontaneous mutation results in phenotypic effects [Green ters into the calculations, ‘‘the size of the doubling dose
has been underestimated by at least a factor of three.’’et al., 1965; Schlager and Dickie, 1967]. In Russell’s data,

radiation produced 18 times more mutations at the s locus These clusters, apparently reflecting a relatively high mu-
tation rate in the ‘‘perigametic—very early zygote’’ inter-than at the a locus, surely a signal to extrapolate with

caution [reviewed in Searle, 1974]. val [see Muller, 1959], are well documented in humans
and Drosophila and have been, by purpose or default,Third, the mouse doubling-dose estimates of Table I

are male-based. The demonstration [Russell, 1965] that included in past doubling dose estimates for these species
[reviewed in Woodruff and Thompson, 1992]. The Dro-although in the first few litters post-treatment the off-

spring of radiated female mice exhibited about the same sophila data, however, suggest that only some 40% of all
spontaneous mutations occur as clusters, so that whileamount of genetic damage as the offspring of radiated

male, but that there was no apparent damage in the later their omission from a calculation of the doubling dose
for Drosophila would have biased the estimate downward,litters of these same females, created a dilemma for risk

setting. Was the human female similar to the mouse fe- it would not be by a factor of three.
With respect to mutations first detected as mosaics,male in this respect? To be conservative, in extrapolating

to the human situation, the mouse male-derived risks have recently Russell and Russell [1996] have described a se-
ries of some 37 mosaic mutants that over the years haveusually been applied to both sexes. The zygotic doubling

dose based on the data of Table I would thus become 2.7 appeared in the F1 of both radiated and control mice,
none of which have apparently been incorporated into theGy, but because of the lack of induced mutations in the

late litters of females subjected to ionizing radiation this doubling dose calculations of the past that utilized the
Russell data. These mutations occur in both males andis almost certainly an underestimate of the mouse zygotic

doubling dose. In the Japanese data, by contrast, radiated females and are classified as ‘‘visible’’ or ‘‘masked.’’
For technical reasons, they argue that most such mosaicsfemales contribute about half the dose on which the dou-

bling dose estimate is based. ‘‘result from a single strand spontaneous mutation subse-
quent to the last premeiotic mitosis and before the firstThe fourth reason why the murine-based estimate of

1.35 Gy may be conservative is the apparent failure in postmeiotic one of a parental genome—the ‘perigametic
interval’,’’ and calculate that the inclusion of this typethe past to include either the observed cluster mutations

or the mosaic mutations encountered in the studies of the of spontaneous mutation in the background rate would
increase the spontaneous rate some 2.2 times over thatRussells in the doubling dose estimates derived from their

data by various groups. With respect to cluster mutations, calculated from singletons alone. Thus, this additional
source of spontaneous mutation alone would, in theover 30 years ago L.B. Russell [1964] described some

40 specific locus mutations which in the course of the framework of a doubling dose, increase the earlier quoted
estimate of the doubling dose for this system by a factorexperiment at Oak Ridge occurred in the offspring of both

irradiated and control mice as clusters of two or more. of approximately 2.
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As a population geneticist working with a non-experi- a mixture of germ cell stages, rather than the gonial stages,
on which most of the mouse and human data are based.mental organism, I do not enjoy the luxury of manipulat-

ing my material as does the experimentalist, a luxury that We will present where possible gonial data obtained at
relatively low doses.can, however, lead to over-simplification of a complex

issue. From the population standpoint, there are both theo-
retical and practical reasons why cluster and mosaic muta- Specific Locus Studies
tions must be properly incorporated into the doubling-
dose issue. First, when Mother Nature goes to work on The first study on Drosophila melanogaster very spe-

cifically directed at mutation in spermatogonia (as wella newly fertilized egg carrying a mutant gene not present
in either parent, she (or, more technically, the process of as mature sperm) resulting in visible recessive mutations

is that of Alexander [1954], employing a dose of 30 Gynatural selection) does not ask exactly when and how that
mutation originated. She evaluates the totality of all the for the exposure of mature germ cells but 9 Gy for sper-

matogonia. The study was based on recessively-inheritednewly arisen mutations represented in the zygote, which
is what we have, in effect, attempted to emulate in the visible mutations at eight third-chromosome loci. The av-

erage induced mutation rate for mature sperm was 6.0 1study in Japan. Second, in the past, clusters have certainly
been included in the studies on radiation-induced sex- 1008/0.01 Gy/locus, and for spermatogonia, 1.5 1 1008/

0.01 Gy/locus. This suggests a conversion factor of 4 inlinked lethals in Drosophila. Meaningful comparisons be-
tween the large body of Drosophila data and the mouse extrapolating from spermatozoal to spermatogonia dou-

bling doses. The data are complicated by how the authordata are impossible without including the clusters in the
mouse data. The same is true in principle for comparisons elected to count clusters and incorporate them in her cal-

culations. Unfortunately, no mutations were observed ininvolving the human data, where, because of the small
sibship size, cluster detection is more difficult than for 364,032 control locus tests, really most unusual, rendering

a doubling dose estimate impossible. However, in sixmice and Drosophila. Third, although the frequency of
clusters may not be altered by radiation under the special other multi-locus experiments [summary in United Na-

tions, 1958, Table II], plus the data of Schalet [1960], thecircumstances of the design of the Russell study, with the
radiation usually delivered at the 12th week of age, in average spontaneous rate/locus for recessive visibles was

2.0 1 1005/locus/generation. The use of this figure yieldsthe human experience, such as the exposures from the
atomic bombs or the Chernobyl disaster, exposure to both a doubling dose estimate for spermatogonia of (2.0 1

1005)/(1.5 1 1008) Å 13.3 Gy for these loci. However,sexes is at all ages and all stages of gametogenesis or
fetal development, including the period particularly sus- in addition to 71 proven mutants in the radiation series

for mature sperm, there were 190 flies with the appearanceceptible to the occurrence of what will become ‘‘clustered
mutations.’’ Until the full body of the Russell data are of true mutations that were either sterile or died before

the completion of breeding tests. (The correspondinglaid out in an appropriate fashion it is impossible to esti-
mate the magnitude of the correction to the doubling dose number for the controls or spermatogonial series is not

given.) Some correction for these seems indicated. If onlyestimate derived from the specific locus data, and we shall
for now continue to employ the male gametic doubling a minority of these 190, such as another 71, were radia-

tion-induced mutants, then the induced rate is 12.0 1 1008dose estimate of 1.35 Sv equivalents developed by Neel
and Lewis [1990] and derive the zygotic doubling dose Gy/locus, and the doubling dose is 6.7 Gy. At this time

point, a comparison of these findings with those of Russellby simply doubling the male estimate, knowing these
estimates will almost surely be revised upward in the [1956] did, indeed, suggest, as Russell had indicated, that,

on the basis of the 7-locus system, the mouse was muchfuture.
more sensitive to the genetic effects of ionizing radiation
than Drosophila—but there were more data to come.DROSOPHILA DATA

A risk estimate for populations, as noted earlier, re-
quires data on both sexes. Muller [1959], summarizingWith this apparent convergence of the doubling dose

estimates for humans and mice, Drosophila was now the the work of himself and associates on visible mutations
at some 8 loci, estimates the doubling dose for oogoniaoutlier; it was this discrepancy that prompted the reevalu-

ation of the Drosophila experiments that I now present. to be about 3.5 Gy, and also estimates a factor of 2 greater
sensitivity of oocytes than oogonia. Glass [1956; see alsoIt seemed a paradox, given the present understanding of

the molecular basis of mutation and DNA repair, that an Glass and Ritterhof, 1956], in an experiment conducted
at 3250 r with Drosophila females, involving 8 loci onanimal with the life strategy of Drosophila would be less

sensitive per generation to the genetic effects of radiation chromosome 2, concluded: ‘‘If one may accept the aver-
age spontaneous mutation rate per locus estimated for 9than two mammals. Most of the Drosophila studies have

been conducted at dose rates that, by the standards of selected loci in the X-chromosome of oocytes by Muller
et al. [1950] as being comparable to the average rate forhuman exposure, are ridiculously high. Furthermore, the

experiments very predominantly involve the radiation of the loci now studied in chromosome 2, it follows that as
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8 Neel

little as 50 r, but more likely around 200 r, would double of 4 difference between the rates in mature and immature
gametes (see above) would increase this estimate to 5.2the spontaneous rate in oocytes.’’ The preference for the

higher rate was due to the perception of an elevated con- Gy for Minute mutations.
trol rate in Muller’s data. Using the conversion factor of
2 derived from Muller’s study, this would translate to a Sex-Linked Lethal Test
doubling dose for oogonia of about 4.0 Gy.

A somewhat neglected study has been that of Ives The test for the induction of sex-linked lethals has been
the most widely employed of all the Drosophila test sys-[1954], also conducted at 30 Gy, who, employing essen-

tially the same group of third chromosome loci as Alexan- tems, being the test with which Muller [1927] first demon-
strated the mutagenic effect of X-rays in animals. Someder [1954], observed, following male radiation, an in-

duced rate of 14 1 1008/locus/0.01 Gy. Inasmuch as the of the early data based on mature germ cells suggested a
male gametic doubling dose as low as 0.4 Gy [Timoféeff-rate is based on eggs laid through the 18th day after

treatment and mating, the offspring result from the radia- Ressovsky, 1934; quoted in Spencer and Stern, 1948].
Fortunately, for our purpose, Spencer and Stern [1948]tion of a mixture of germ cell stages. This rate is higher

than either the spermatozoal or the spermatogonial rates have carried the observations down to a dose of 0.25 Gy.
For all observations on the results of radiating males upreported by Alexander, i.e., indicated a greater radiation

sensitivity than did Alexander’s study. There were no to a dose of 10 Gy, the control rate was 0.104%, whereas
the induced rate per 0.01 Gy was 0.002%, resulting in acontrols in Ives’ study, but employing the same controls

as assembled above one arrives at a doubling dose esti- doubling dose estimate of 0.5 Gy. There are no specific
data on the sensitivity of immature gametes, but the cir-mate of 100 1 (2.0 1 1005)/(14 1 1008) Å 1.4 Gy. To

the extent this estimate is based on spermatocyte rates, it cumstances of the study suggest the data are predomi-
nantly based on the radiation of mature sperm cells. Ex-is too low, possibly by as much as a factor of 3–4. Ives

[1954] drew attention to differences in how Russell and trapolating from Alexander’s study concerning the sensi-
tivity difference between mature and immature germAlexander had scored apparent mutations that were infer-

tile, and also how disproportionately a single locus, spot- cells, using a factor of 4 as before because the radiation
involved mature germ cells, their doubling dose for sex-ted, had contributed to the murine induced rate (25 of the

54 mutations) in Russell’s [1951] original report, a fact linked lethals in males becomes 0.5 Gy 1 4 Å 2.0 Gy.
Muller [1959], again summarizing the work of himselfRussell had also explicitly recognized. Ives concluded

that the case for a significantly greater genetic sensitivity and others, has estimated that the doubling dose for reces-
sive sex-linked lethals in Drosophila oogonia is about 3.5of the mouse than Drosophila to the genetic effects of

ionizing radiation had not been made, a conclusion Rus- Gy. For spermatogonia, the estimate was 10.0 Gy, but
with a wide error. Abrahamson and associates have alsosell [1956] challenged vigorously, principally because of

Ives’ failure to draw a clear distinction between the results conducted extensive experiments on the induction by
acute ionizing radiation of sex-linked lethals in Drosoph-of the radiation of mature sperm and of spermatogonia.

It was in this discussion that Russell derived the estimate ila spermatogonia and oogonia, over a wide range of ex-
posures. For spermatogonia at 30 Gy, the observed dou-of 15 as the ratio of the mouse-induced rate to the Dro-

sophila rate following acute spermatogonial radiation that bling dose was approximately 7.4 Gy [Abrahamson and
Friedman, 1964]; for oogonia, approximately 5 Gy [Abra-has so frequently been used in discussions; this ratio is

specific for the Russell mouse and Alexander Drosophila hamson et al., 1981]. The average for these three male-
based estimates is 6.5 Gy and for the two female-basedsystems. The average of the spermatogonial-based esti-

mates of Alexander (which I correct to 6.7 Gy) and the estimates, 4.3 Gy, with the average across sexes 5.4 Gy.
As Muller [1959] pointed out, these estimates may bemixed-stages study of Ives (corrected to 5.6 Gy) is 6.2

Gy. Averaging this with the female rates of 4.0 Gy derived biased upward by the induction of multiple mutations
(scored as one) in a single lethal X chromosome, espe-by Glass and 3.5 obtained by Muller, to obtain an estimate

for a mixed-sex population, yields a figure of 5.0 Gy. cially at the high radiation doses employed.
Furthermore, from a consideration of the sex-linked

visible mutations incidentally observed in their lethal-Dominant Minute Test
oriented experiments, Spencer and Stern [1948] wrote:
‘‘. . . the tentative conclusion was reached that the sameGlass [1955] studied the production of dominant Mi-

nute mutations at the relatively low dose of 10 Gy (as X-ray dosage/mutation rate relation holds for sex-linked
visibles as for sex-linked lethals’’ (p. 69). Thus, theirwell as at other higher doses). The spontaneous rate was

8 1 1004/fly/generation. At 10 Gy, there was no difference estimate of the male gonial doubling dose for visible mu-
tations, derived as above for lethals, becomes 2.0 Gy. Thebetween male and female rates, the total rate being 5 1

1003, or 5 1 1006/0.01 Gy/fly. The doubling dose is (8 1 simple average of this estimate for males with that derived
from an evaluation of Alexander’s data (6.7) and the Ives’1004)/(5 1 1006), or 1.3 Gy. No correction for a difference

between the sexes is necessary, but allowance for a factor data (5.6) is 4.8 Gy. Combining this estimate with that
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Radiation Mutagenesis 9

of Muller (3.5) and of Glass (4.0 Gy) for females, to With the advent of technologies for the direct study of
DNA for spontaneous and induced mutational events, theyield an estimate for a breeding population, results in an

estimate of 4.3 Gy as the doubling dose for visibles. ability to cut through the phenotypic vagaries that have
made cross-species comparisons so difficult is at hand. It
is now possible to examine directly the same type ofCombined Estimate
(DNA) indicator in all three species. With respect to hu-
man studies, almost 10 years ago the staff of the RadiationThe average of these three estimates of a gamete popula-

tion doubling dose for the radiation of mainly immature Effects Research Foundation (RERF) in Hiroshima began
the major task of establishing a series of Epstein-BarrDrosophila germ cell stages is [4.3 (visibles) / 5.0 (Min-

utes) / 5.4 (lethals)]/3 Å 4.9 Gy. The corresponding virus-transformed lymphocytoid cell lines from mother/
father/child trios, for half of which one or both parentsestimate of the zygotic doubling dose would be 9.8 Gy.
had been exposed to the radiation of the A-bomb, the
other half involving no such exposures. The ultimate goalPERSPECTIVE
is 600 in each series.

Multiple ways of visualizing genetic variation in DNAThe estimates we have derived of the zygotic doubling
dose of acute ionizing radiation for humans, mice, and in these cell lines are now being explored [reviewed in

Neel, 1995]. In particular, recent technical developmentsDrosophila melanogaster are 2.0 Sv equivalents, 2.7 Gy,
and 10.0 Gy, respectively. Many assumptions have en- permit the two-dimensional display of an enzymatic di-

gest of human genomic DNA in which the fragments havetered into these estimates; the errors are large, and there
are reasons to suspect the estimates for humans and mice been isotopically labeled. We have now validated the use

of these gels for genetic studies [Asakawa et al., 1994,are underestimates. Those who disagree are invited to
tender their own estimates. To me, the relative agreement 1995; Kuick et al., 1995, 1996], especially with regard

to insertion/inversion/deletion events. With the develop-between species with such different life histories is strik-
ing. The next step in a comparison such as this would ment of this system, the ability to pursue absolutely com-

parable studies of the genetic effects of radiation in spe-usually be an extrapolation to the genetic effects of low-
level, ‘‘chronic’’ radiation. Here, too, many debatable cies as diverse as Drosophila melanogaster, the domestic

mouse, and humankind is now at hand. Pilot studies onassumptions and extrapolations would be necessary; for
present purposes, it is not necessary to enter into that the efficiency of this and several other DNA-based tech-

niques are now underway at RERF and in our Michigancontentious territory.
It has for some time been apparent that despite the laboratory, based on both a mouse model and the children

of atomic bomb survivors—for the latter employing theenormous differences in duration of life, number of germ
line cell divisions, mean body temperature, and reproduc- cell lines described above. These studies have the poten-

tial not only to provide a firmer estimate of human riskstive strategies, the spontaneous mutation rates in Dro-
sophila, mouse, and humans are ‘‘surprisingly’’ similar but also to clarify the extent of the differences between

mice and humans with respect to the genetic effects of[reviewed in Neel, 1983; see also Drost and Lee, 1995].
The frequent occurrence of mutator events in Drosophila radiation. Whether the resources will be there to undertake

this long and arduous comparison is another question.complicate the comparison (but they may also occur in
mice and humans). Now it appears that the amount of
ionizing radiation necessary to double that spontaneous
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